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Editorial
Dear Reader,

Are You Ready?

The proverbial man on the street, is generally
totally unaware of what is really going on behind
the scenes as he is kept memorised by the
pantomimes presented by main stream media!
He thinks things are slowly returning to normal
after the plandemic.

This is far from reality, although the enemy’s
timescale is not running to schedule, as many
patriots have thwarted their plans. Sources say
another lockdown has been set for June 6, this
year or a date in July, but of course this may be
delayed as well. A subscriber to this magazine,
said an official notice had been placed on a UK
government website  warning people to stock up
on food sufficient for at least 3 days!

As reported earlier in this magazine the UK is
already at war with Russia, as confirmed by
Andrew Bridegen MP recently in a short video
clip.

Rishi Sunak stated that he did not want to be a
war time PM, hence the rushed UK General
Election, unusually during the holiday season.
Not only that, many MPs have already resigned
as writs are being prepared against them in
respect of the deaths and injuries caused by the
cv vaccine. The rats are deserting the ship!

Hardly noticed, is the continued attack on our
food supply, with farmers being squeezed on
prices and land requisitioned for building,
besides the difficulty in planting this year due to
flooded fields, or crops already planted rotting
in the ground.

The enemy has upped the levels of
contamination of food, water and the air we
breathe. According to Mark Steele, an electronic
warfare expert, the pulsed radiation beams
emitted from radar speeding and pollution
cameras have a lethal potential. Now the street
lampposts have been weaponised to relay 5G and
other frequencies, including arrays of cameras,
LIFI from the LED lights enabling interiors of
buildings to be spied upon!

Yahweh is revealing the secrets of his enemies
to us, who with his Power will be overcome.
Praise Yahweh!!

Editors (editor@newensign.com)

This magazine is for private subscription
only and is not in any way connected to The

Ensign Message Magazine.

editor@newensign.com
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Continuing With The Dead Sea Scrolls and
Apostle Zimmerman (Abbreviated AZ)

THE ONE PROBLEM WITH THIS
CHART IS THAT THE TRUE ROOT
LANGUAGE IS PALEO-HEBREW.

All European languages were brought into
Europe by the descendants of Ham, Shem and
Japheth.

The world of secular scholarship will eventually
agree with this, once they stop believing Jewish
lies.

Furthermore, AZ’s (own tribesmen disagree with
him.  Here is a review of a book entitled “Greek
Is Hebrew,” by Joseph E Yahuda.  Take a look:
{For about 30  years, the genius Jewish
researcher Joseph Ezekiel Yahuda compared 3
languages:  Jewish, Arabic and Ancient Greek
Homeric.

Finally, in the year 1982, in London UK, he
published a 680-page book titled “Hebrew is
Greek Surprisingly, most of the copies of this
book have mysteriously disappeared.

They disappeared from bookstores and most
libraries, leaving only very few copies available.

This scarcity gives the book the prospect to have
increasing value as the years pass. It should be
noted that in 2009 the book’s value was about
500 USD while today, two years later, the value
of this book on the Amazon online bookstore is
currently 1500 USD.

After becoming familiar with the Greek
language, Yahuda learned the ancient Homeric
Greek. He then decided to start research to
compare the relationship between the Hebrew,
Arabic and ancient Greek languages. His
research took him about 30 years, as he
compared the three languages from many
aspects and in many ways. Source:

[So, a Real Jewish scholar’s work is suppressed
and we are left with the wild speculations of Mr.
Zimmerman! – Eli] Back to the self-proclaimed
Jewish Apostle:

The Following descriptions of similarities are
from: Here.

Yahweh Is the Holy One of Israel (Part 6)
Or

Apologia in Defence of the Sacred Names: Yahweh
and Yahshua

Or
Yahweh Versus Chutzpah By Pastor Eli James

(eurofolkradio.com, anglo-saxonisrael.com)

https://rarebooksdigest.com/2011/10/06/a-rare-book-%e2%80%98%e2%80%99hebrew-is-greek%e2%80%99%e2%80%99-by-joseph-e-yahuda/#:~:text=After%20becoming%20familiar%20with%20the%20Greek%20language%2C%20Yahuda,languages%20from%20many%20aspects%20and%20in%20many%20ways..
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_Aramaic
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Aramaic & Hebrew

Biblical Aramaic (above) is closely related to the
Hebrew language of Strong's Concordance as
both are in the Northwest Semitic language
family. Some obvious similarities are listed
below.

Same Aramaic square script (which was adopted
to write Hebrew in place of the Paleo-Hebrew
alphabet found in earlier inscriptions). The
system of vocalization used is the same for the
portions of the bible written in Hebrew & those
written in Aramaic.

Verb systems are based on tri-consonantal roots.
- Similar functions of the verbal conjugations. -
Nouns have three states: the absolute, construct,
& emphatic. This statement only proves my
point: that Aramaic and Hebrew are the parent
languages of all the others! Here is the first
sentence of that Wiki item cited by AZ:

This article is about the Aramaic portions of the
Hebrew Bible. For the use of Aramaic in the
New Testament, see Aramaic of Jesus. "Chaldaic
language (misnomer)" redirects here. For other
uses, see Chaldean (disambiguation).

Here is what wiki says about the “Chaldaic
misnomer”:

For many centuries, from at least the time of
Jerome of Stridon (d. 420), Biblical Aramaic was
mis-named as "Chaldean" (Chaldaic, Chaldee).
That label remained common in early Aramaic
studies, and persisted up to the nineteenth
century.

Biblical Aramaic - Wikipedia

So, Wikipedia agrees with me that Aramaic was
never “Chaldean” and that it was a misnomer to
refer to Aramaic as such!!

But AZ does not quote this passage from his
reference site, because it contradicts his claim
that Chaldean/Asssyrian is the parent of Hebrew.
- Eli

The fact is that the original sacred Old
Testament scriptures were translated more than
once. As generations went by & as language
evolved & Israel was affected by the evolution
of languages and the Babylonian and Assyrian
captivity, the scriptures were translated into the
language of each era.

For example, the scriptures were eventually
translated into Greek during the Greek & Roman
Empire and then eventually into Latin during the
time that the Roman Catholic Church was at its
height in world domination. Eventually it was
translated into German by Martin Luther who
greatly persecuted the Jewish people.

Martin Luther

[What?  Martin Luther persecuted the Jewish
people?  More nonsense from AZ!  The fact is
that Martin Luther was able to read Hebrew and
he read the Talmud.  Having read the Talmud,
Luther was aghast at its obvious supremacist,
anti-Christ and anti-Christian nature.

I have stated repeatedly that Judaism is the
religion of the devil.  AZ thinks Judaism is the
religion of the OT!!!  I agree with Martin Luther.
The Jews are the real Christ-killers and false
accusers.  Hail, Martin Luther.

AZ is exposing his cluelessness about the true
nature of the Jews and Judaism – or he is
covering it up!  – Eli]

Then eventually the bible was translated into
English, but it was old English due to the
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language of the time. Eventually into modern
English with the New King James & other
modern versions. Time & evolution of languages
changed the language of the bible though
different eras. The same was true during the
earlier eras. See Here.

The scriptures were originally written in "Old-
Paleo Hebrew" (true Hebrew) then eventually
translated into a Jewish {Sic – Eli} dialect of the
Babylonian language of Chaldean/Aramaic.
Aramaic, which is actually Assyrian, the
language of Assyria & Babylon, was adopted by
the Hebrews when taken captive to Assyria &
Babylon. [As stated above, this is categorically
untrue and historically  inaccurate. – Eli]

Aramaic replaced ancient Paleo-Hebrew. [This
statement, amazingly, is actually correct. Will
wonders never cease? - Eli] Examine very
closely any hard copy of the Strong's
Concordance. Notice the "Hebrew" dictionary
in the back of the book.

Notice how it says "Hebrew and Chaldean
Dictionary". Then pick any page of that
Hebrew/Chaldean dictionary. Any page. Look

at the words on the page. Notice how it says
"(Chaldean Origin)" for not just one word but
several words, on every page of the old
testament words!

The common claim is that the Aramaic language
is used only in the books of Daniel, Ezra and a
few other places in the bible. However, if you
really study & examine all the facts, all of the
Strong's Concordance Dictionary of "Hebrew"
words are actually of the Aramaic, Babylonian,
Chaldean or Assyrian languages, not true
Hebrew. Chaldean was the 11th dynasty of
Babylon.

Comment: The Chaldean dynasty of Babylon
did not rule until very late in biblical history:
from 626 to 539 BC.  Hence, Chaldean language
could not have been much of an influence on
Hebrew.

As stated above, the true chronology of these
languages is to put proto-Hebrew earlier than
these other languages.  “True Hebrew” can only
be a reference to the dialect spoken/written by
Eber and his descendants.

In addition, as already cited, the Chaldeans were
latecomers to the area of Sumeria / Akkadia /
Babylon. Aramaic and Hebrew therefore predate
Chaldean.

Abram was a “Chaldean” because he lived in a
territory which was later conquered by the West
Semitic Chaldeans. However, designating
Abram a “Chaldean” is actually anachronistic,
in the same sense that “Ruth was a Moabitess”
is anachronistic.

Abraham would have spoken a form of proto-
Hebrew.  Hebrew and Aramaic are sister
languages. Strong’s Concordance simply
reflects the similarities between Chaldean and
Hebrew.  It does not remotely suggest that the
Chaldean is primary!  “Apostle” Zimmerman is

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_Hebrew
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adding too much spice to a glass of Chaldean
beer – or, perhaps, too much Manischevitz wine
in Mason jars! – Eli]

Chaldean was the empire of Babylon during the
Babylonian captivity of the Hebrew people. It is
at that time that the original scriptures were
translated into Aramaic / Babylonian / Chaldean
/ Syrian.

The Aramaic translation of scripture was called
the Targum. Major Proof Source 1. Source 2.
Source 3. The language of the Hebrew People
changed from Hebrew to the Chaldean language
which is actually Assyrian.

[AZ has already admitted that the original
language was paleo-Hebrew. There was only
One significant language transition and that was
from Hebrew to Aramaic.

The Assyrian / Chaldean language has no
significance in this matter at all. AZ is simply
making up false history to prop up the Chabad
Lubavitcher fairy tales.– Eli]

Concerning when Ptolemy of Egypt was going
to translate the bible into Greek, The respected
Jewish [sic, Judahite – Eli] historian, Josephus,
said in his book "The Antiquities of The Jews"
Book 12, Chapter 2, (page 309 in my copy which
is copyright 1987 Hendrickson Publishers)

"...will cause no
small pain in getting
them translated into
the Greek tongue:)
that the character in
which they are
written seems to be
like to that which is
the proper character
of the Syrians, and
that its sound, when
pronounced, is like
to theirs also...".

[Syrian is Aramaic.
By this time in history, Greek had become
radically different from its proto-Hebrew
inception.  This is why Josephus says that such
translations would be difficult. Eli]

What does "Aramaic" mean? It means
"Assyrian"! Aram is just another ancient name

for Syria. Aram is Aramaic or Assyrian.
[Correction! It does Not mean Assyrian!

As demonstrated above, Aramaic preceded
Assyrian and was later adopted by the Assyrians.
Aramaic became the language of Assyria after
using the Akkadian (from Sumerian) language.
Akkadian used cuneiform script.  It was only
partially phonetic, unlike Hebrew!

Repeating the work of Douglas Petrovich cited
above, Hebrew was the Very First Phonetic
language.  It also appears that he does not know
that Syrian is the direct descendant of Aramaic
and that Assyrian is not the same as Aramaic.
Whatever AZ’s sources, which appear to be
exclusively rabbinical and otherwise non-
existent, AZ is constantly making blatantly false
statements about linguistic chronology. -Eli]
Back to the Jewish “Apostle:”

[This website has nothing relevant to say about
AZ”s case. – Eli]

[Quote from this site: Aramaic eventually
replaced Akkadian as the lingua franca of the
entire region and became the administrative and
commercial language of several empires such as
the Achaemenid Empire and the Neo-
Babylonian Empire.

Early on, the Christian Bible was translated into
Aramaic, and by the 4th century the local
Aramaic dialect of Edessa (Urhay) developed
into a literary language, known as Edessan
Aramaic (Urhaya). Again, there is no outside
support for AZ’s contention that “Assyrian” was
the original language of the Hebrews.  – Eli]

Site 1, Site 2. [Neither of these last two sites
agree with AZ’s contentions either.  They are
irrelevant at best, thus making his next
comments even more irrelevant, if not

http://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=H758&t=KJV
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aram_(biblical_region
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aramaic_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_Babylonian_Aramaic
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confusing.  Zimmerman is hoping that the reader
will be impressed by these links, which give the
impression that he is a true researcher.  However,
I have found that none of the links he adduces
actually support his version of events. - Eli]

Therefore, Strong's concordance doesn't point to
true Hebrew.    It points to the Assyrian language.
The Israelites adopted Chaldean (Babylonian /
Aramaic / Assyrian) words & religious beliefs.

[Not true! This is a ridiculous generalization. We
have repeatedly shown that AZ’s Only Source
for this false information about the Assyrian
language is a Chabad Lubavitcher site.  None of
the other sites even remotely agree with his
contentions. – Eli]

The word "Chaldean" means "moon" or "moon
worshippers". Smith's Bible Dictionary 1878-
1895 (which I personally own a copy of) on page
52 under the word "Chaldea", says that Chaldea
means moon in Armenian. Armenian is another
language that descended from Aramaic and is
closely related to the language of the so called
Hebrew of Strong's Concordance & the
corrupted Babylonian translation of Holy
scriptures.

[What AZ is saying here is pure nonsense. The
Babylonian corruption of the original Hebrew is
the Jewish Masoretic Text, which was not
compiled until around 1000 AD.   The Judahites
who returned from Babylon used both Hebrew
and Aramaic, as the priests were still able to read
and write Hebrew, but the common people spoke
Aramaic. This is the simple historical and
biblical fact. – Eli]

If Chaldean means moon or moon worshippers,
then the Chaldean language is the language of
the moon worshippers. [This is probably why

the rabbis of Judaism practice a Lunar
Calendar!  - Eli]

The word Chaldea also means Astrology or an
astrologer. It is the language of wicca. Witches
actually chant the letters. Something else very
interesting to me is the meaning of the words
following Chaldean in Strong's Concordance.
The number of confirmations related to the word
Chaldean is astounding!

[…but also irrelevant!  - Eli] H3778 astrologer,
3779 magian, 3780 covering the flesh, 3781 axe,
3782 fall fail cast down stumble ruin, 3783 ruin
fall, 3784 whisper a spell, to enchant (as to chant
the 4 letters YHWH), sorcerer, witch 3785
witchcraft, 3786 witchcraft, 3787 prosper, 3788
success, 3789 to engrave to write to inscribe to
record, 3790 write, 3791 something written
scripture, 3792 writing, 3793 letter or other mark
branded on skin, 3805 capital of a column
chapter (as in the deadly head wound
revelation),

3803 crown besiege restrain self, 3806 to butt or
pound bray (as in the red bray horse of
Revelation 6), 3807 strike, beat down to pieces
break in pieces destroy stamp (as in the action
of the end time Son of Perdition empire upon
the whole earth).

[COMMENT: I would like to see proof of this
claim that pagans use the name of Yahweh in
their chants.  I am not aware of any pagan group
that chants the name of Yahweh.  This is pure
disinformation!  Even if it were true, it has
nothing to do with whether Yahweh is the true
name or not!

Here is a post from the internet about the
historical and archeological fact that Yahweh’s
Name was used exclusively by the Israelites and
by No Other People:

To be Continued OS23496
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Chapter 36
1. Then Betsaleel and Oholiyab, and every wise
hearted man, in whom Yahweh had put wisdom
and understanding to know how to work all
manner of workmanship for the Sanctuary, did
all that had commanded Yahweh.

2. And called Mosheh Betsaleel and Oholiyab,
and every wise hearted man, in whose mind
Yahweh had put wisdom, even every one whose
heart stirred him up to come to the work to do
it:

3. and they received from Mosheh all the
offering, which the children of Yisrael had
brought for the work of the service of the
Sanctuary, to make it. And still they brought to
him freewill offerings every morning.

4. And all the wise hearted men, that did all the
work of the Sanctuary, all came from the work
they had made;

5. And spoke they to Mosheh, saying, "The
people bring much more than enough for the
service of the work, which commanded Yahweh
to make."

6. And commanded Mosheh, and caused they to
be proclaimed throughout the camp, saying,
"Let neither man nor woman make any more
work for the offering of the Sanctuary." So the
people were restrained from bringing.

7. For the stuff 4399 they had was sufficient for
all the work to make it, and too much 3498 left
over.

8. And every wise hearted man among them that
did the work of the Tabernacle made ten
curtains of fine linen, and blue, purple, and
scarlet: with kerubiym of artistic work they all
made.

9. The length of one curtain was twenty eight
cubits, and the width of one curtain four cubits:
the curtains were all of one size.

10. And he joined the five curtains one unto
another: and the other five curtains he joined
one to another.

11. And he made loops of blue on the edge of
one curtain from the edge of the junction:
likewise he made in the outermost side of
another curtain, in the junction of the second.

12. He made fifty loops in one curtain, and he
made fifty loops in the edge of the curtain
which was in the junction of the second: the
loops held one curtain to another.

13. And he made fifty hooks of gold, and joined
the curtains to one another with the hooks: so
that it became one Tabernacle.

14. And he made curtains of goat's hair for the
tent over the Tabernacle: he made them eleven
curtains.

15. The length of one curtain was thirty cubits,
and four cubits was the width of one curtain: the
eleven curtains were of one size.

16. And he joined five curtains by themselves,
and six curtains by themselves.

17. And he made fifty loops on the outermost
edge of the curtain in the junction, and fifty
loops he made on the edge of the curtain which
joins the second.

18. And he made fifty hooks of bronze to join
the Tent together, that it might be one.

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Exodus Chap. 35 - Part 30

Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
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19. And he made a covering for the Tent of ram's
skins dyed red, and a covering of [chashiym]
skins from above that.

20. And he made boards for the Tabernacle of
wood of Shittiym, standing up.

21. The length of a board was ten cubits, and the
width of a board one and a half cubits.

22. One board had two tenons, equally distant
from one another: thus did he make all the
boards for the Tabernacle.

23. And he made boards for the Tabernacle;
twenty boards for the south side southward:

24. and forty bases of silver made he under the
twenty boards; two bases under one board for its
two tenons, and two bases under another board
for its two tenons.

25. And for the other side of the Tabernacle,
toward the north corner, made he twenty boards,

26. and their forty bases of silver; two bases
under one board, and two bases under another
board.

27. And for the seaward side of the Tabernacle
made he six boards.

28. And made he two boards for the corners of
the Tabernacle in the two sides.

29. And they were joined beneath, and were
joined together at the top of it, to one ring: thus
he did to both of them in both of the corners.

30. And there were eight boards; and their bases
were sixteen bases of silver, under every board
two bases.

31. And made he bars of the wood of Shittiym;
five for the boards of the one side of the
Tabernacle,

32. and five bars for the boards on the other side
of the Tabernacle for the seaward sides.

33. And made he the middle bar to shoot 1272
through 8432 the boards from the one end to the
other.

34. And overlaid he the boards with gold, and
made their rings of gold to be places for the
bars, and overlaid the bars with gold.

35. And made he a veil of blue, purple, scarlet,
and fine linen: made he it with kerubiym of
artistic work

36. And made he for it four pillars of wood of
Shittiym and overlaid them with gold: their
hooks were of gold and cast he four bases of
silver for them.

37. And made he a hanging for the door of the
Tent of blue, purple, scarlet, and fine linen, of
needlework;

38. and the five pillars with their hooks: and
overlaid he their capitals and their fillets with
gold: but their five bases were of bronze.

To be Continued

Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor

148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
 E1 5QJ

For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter

and Richard Porter  plus many
other subjects and difficult to

obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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KING JAMES I
(4th of Scotland)

THE KING JAMES BIBLE WAS
COMMISSIONED BY THE KING IN
1603. It was completed rapidly, and

published in 1611.

James’s purpose in commissioning it was to
unite and extend his empire. Never was it stated
that the purpose of the translation should be a
dynamic and refreshing labour to recover the
truths of the prophets and apostles that had been
lost through the international church system.

Rushed through in just eight years, it underwent
only four edits, a certain mark of inappropriate
and admitted hastiness. King James demanded
of it that it is “to be read in the whole Church,
and no other” (Nicholson, p. 59).

Therefore, if you are not a member of what
James called “the whole Church” the King James

Bible is not for you. It has on its title page, in
capital letters, “APPOINTED TO BE READ
IN CHURCHES”.

In other words, not at home by the plough boy.
And not in Puritan and other Separatist
assemblies hated by the persecuting King. There
exists a mural of him kneeling at the altar of
initiation at the Masonic Lodge of Scoon and
Perth No. 3 Lodge in Scotland. The event
happened on 15 April 1601. Doubtless he would
have employed ambitious fellow craft members
for his translating work, rather than seeking out
men with both the right ability and spirit. Just as
the Edomite King Herod employed fellow
Edomites in the Temple system in Jerusalem in
the days of Jesus.

But more than that. King James was a beast. He
blasphemed Christ in words that anger me to
recall. He was a monarch of “louche sexuality”.

He was intrigued by the occult, and wrote about
it. He could be foul-mouthed; was given to bouts
of spectacular drunkenness; and he was
extravagant and vain. He had twenty-four dishes
daily brought to him for lunch (Nicholson, p.
120).

He was a persecutor of non-conformist
Christians, saying he would “harry them out of
the land or worse”. And he did.

He was against the life-saving acts by the
midwives of Egypt who were protecting the
Israelite children (Exodus Chapter 1). This was
because that life-saving of God’s children was
a political act of disobedience to the supreme

Was the KJV an Unnecessary Publication?
Reproduced by kind permission of the author

Christopher Sparkes From his book
'The Study Companion to the Keys of the Kingdom Bible'
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authority of the land. King James would
presumably have sided with Pharaoh. Nicholson
writes: “James would have been on Herod’s
side” (p. 58).

It Was Well Known King James Had a
Lover Named George

George Buckingham (James lover and
power behind the throne)

In the streets of London one was not unlikely to
hear shouts of “Long live Queen James!” In fact,
he was so open about his homosexual love affairs
that an epigram was written about him:

“Rex fuit Elizabeth: nunc est regina
Jacobus.” That Latin means, “Elizabeth was
King: now James is Queen.”

Not only was the King a predator. He also had
“a weakness for beautiful boys” (Nicholson, p.
61).

Every day a group of boys, with scrubbed faces
and curled hair, perfumed and dressed in silks
and lace, were brought in procession before him.
When he eventually put a stop to this, he
mellowed and slid into depression.

I will not repeat some of the things written by
King James and about him. They are vulgar.

“Let not once been named among you …
filthiness, nor stupid talking, nor coarse jesting,
which are not becoming, but, rather, a giving of
thanks” (Ephesians 5\3-4). Only let it be said, he
was popularly known as “Queen James”.

2. The Translators and Their Allegiance

In 1603, King James hired around 50 men to
make a Bible translation. Some of these,
including the chairman, were inquisitors for the
King against independent non-conformist
Christians who would not bow to the State,
seeing them interrogated and murdered.
Catholics could be hounded and dragged through
the streets and cut to pieces.

Puritans and Separatists, self-regulating
Christians, men and women of the spirit, were
fleeing from these persecutors. King James’s
translators were not men desperate to discover
the truth of the prophets and apostles of God and
Christ.

Years ago I came across
a website article that
described King James’s
translators as including
some brilliant scholars,
but also murderers,
drunkards and adulterers.
The source of the
information was Power
and Glory, by Adam
Nicolson (2003).

From Nicolson’s most wonderful book, Power
and Glory, I found a number of the King’s
translators were ambitious churchmen, flesh
natured men of the flesh natured religion.

They included inquisitors, torturers, a debauched
drunken pornographer. They were cruel, brutal,
Calvinists, thieves, nepotists, purchasers of titles,
ambitious, self-seeking careerists, sickly
crawlers to royalty, lovers of wealth, intolerant,
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entirely worldly, ornamental, religious and
ritualistic, haters and hunters of those with
different viewpoints, especially haters of
Separatists and Catholics.

They were on the whole an un-likeable and
unrighteous brood. George Abbott, one of the
translators, had 140 Oxford undergraduates
arrested for not taking their hats off to him.

Something further from the kind nature of Jesus
could hardly be imagined.

Some were also employed as inquisitors for the
King, persecutors. In fact, the Pilgrim Fathers
left England in order to escape persecution from
some of these very men.

They were inquisitors and persecutors of those
who denied the authority of the churches
bishops. Such men, known as Separatists, were
imprisoned, hung on chains, tortured,
interrogated by the bishops, including by the
chairman of the King James Bible translators,
Launcelot Andrewes below, and condemned to
cruel deaths, watched on by the bishops.

Catholics had to hide themselves in safe houses,
crouching in chimneys and wherever they could
to conceal themselves from the King’s search
parties. (See the poem “Crows” on page 63.)

A successful interrogation of any nonconformist
was considered to be a good career move. It
pleased the king. Non-conformity was Richard

Bancroft below, ruthlessly pursued  Puritans
which, a contemporary historian noted,
“hardened the hands of his soul” (Nicholson, p.
46).

Bancroft mocked and insulted the Puritans
(Nicholson, pp. 46, 74). Such was Bancroft’s
anger and hatred against them he even hired
spies, using bribes and threats to gain access to
secret meetings (a concealed spy below) .

Those who refused to sign up to ritualistic
conformity of the Church of England he had
expelled from their ministry.

These good men, these persecuted Christians,
would in time become leaders of the Pilgrim
Fathers (Nicholson, p. 86). Those who failed to
flee were arrested and jailed in filthy rat-infested
dungeons, without straw and bedding.

An 18-year-old boy, Roger Waters, was kept
hanging on chains for over a year. He was
interrogated by another inquisitor from the
translating team, Thomas Sparkes, who tried to
convince the boy Roger Waters of his supposed
offence (Nicholson, pp. 86-87). He was locked
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in a stinking pit that was nicknamed “Limbo”.
When Bancroft began hiring translators for the
King, Launcelot Andrewes, by then Dean of
Westminster Abbey, was made chairman. Dean
Andrewes was “bewitched by ceremony”
(Nicholson, p. 27), and his fingers glittered with
episcopal rings (Nicholson, p. 190). He also was
a persecuting inquisitor for the king.

A man named Henoch Clapham (above)
criticized Dean Andrewes, accusing him of being
self-serving.

So Henoch Clapham was imprisoned, refusing
to agree to the retraction composed by the
furious Andrewes. Clapham was kept in prison
for that.

One righteous Christian whom the inquisitors
William Hutchinson and Launcelot Andrewes
interrogated was Henry Barrow (below), a
leading  Separatist arrested in 1587.

The righteous man Henry Barrow answered from
the Scriptures, with Andrewes all the time trying
to trip him up, as did the Pharisees against Jesus.

Nicholson, a master of narrative, reports it:
“Barrow said his imprisonment had been
horrible. He had been there for three years, and
the loneliness of it, the sheer sensory deprivation,
the nastiness of the conditions, had sunk him
deeper into depression.” And:

“Andrewes then uttered one of the most
despicable remarks he ever made–-
Andrewes’s reply, witty, supercilious, a
pastiche of the sympathetic confessor,
told Barrow: ‘

You are most happy. The solitary and
contemplative life I hold the most blessed life.
It is the life I would choose.’ Barrow on the left
(foot of previous column).

Barrow replied, “You speak philosophically, but
not Christianly.” Nicholson continues: “The poor
man was lonely, longing for his friends and for
a sight of the sky, from which the intolerance of
the state had excluded him.

Andrewes’s breathtaking insouciance continued
until the last.” And: “the rising self -
congratulatory confidence of the young Master
of Pembroke College, prebendary of St. Paul’s,
vicar of St. Giles Cripplegate, a candidate for the
bishopric of Salisbury, sweeping out of the
prison parlour door, with his departing quip, his
patronizing flourish: could you ask for a more
chilling indictment of established religion than
that?” (pp. 91-92).

The righteous Henry Barrow was executed in
1593, saying, “These holy hands of mine are
much more glorious than any of theirs.”

Other persecutors among the translating team –
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persecutors employed by the King were Hadrian
à Saravia and Thomas Sparkes (Nicholson, p.
88). Hadrian à Saravia was involved in
interrogating a Separatist by the name of Daniel
Studley.

A favourite passage of the Separatist Christians
was the command “Come out from among them,
and be separate, says the Lord, and do not touch
the unclean thing, and I will receive you, and be
a father to you, and you shall be my sons and
daughters, says the Lord Almighty” (Nicholson,
p. 90). Anathema to Andrewes, Bancroft and
King James.

Another in the translating team was Richard
Thompson, “a drunk pornographer” (Nicholson,
p. 192), and known degenerate. He was
described by William Prynne as “a debosh’d
English Dutchman, who seldom went one night
to bed sober” (Nicholson, pp. 99-100).

In 1608 the company of Separatists set out on
the Mayflower for New Plymouth, tired of the
struggle of living in England and of the King and
his Bible-translating persecutors. They could
tolerate those men no longer.

Three years later, in 1611, the King James
Bible was published. (At Hampton Court)

How much of the character of Christ did the
translators display? What spiritual discernment?
How could they understand that which is
spiritual? In the days of the Tower of Babel,
these men would have been interpreters.

It was said of Launcelot Andrewes he would
have been “chief interpreter at the Tower of
Babel”, the irony of that perhaps lost on such
flatterers. Men of Babylon. Men with
Babylonian teachings.

Four-square with the pillars of Babylon. Men to
escape from. Before God comes down and
destroys their tower. If the spirit was not in them,
how could it ever come out of them?

It is written that spiritual things are understood
spiritually, that is, by those having the spirit of
God and Christ (1 Corinthians 2\14): “the natural
man does not receive the things of the spirit of
God, for they are foolishness to him; nor can he
know them, because they are discerned
spiritually”.

Those not having the spirit of Christ, Paul says,
are “not his” (Romans 8\9). Not Christ’s.

Constantine Who Ruled From York, England

After Constantine’s fake conversion vision, a
political conversion to “Christianity”, he had his
wife Fausta suffocated in a boiling bath, and he
executed his son Crispus, his brother-in-law
Licinius, and Licinius’s son.

King James’s translating team saw true
Christians murdered – at their own hand – by the
State. Constantine’s fake conversion was in
order to extend his Empire. So was King James’s
commissioning of a Bible translation made in
order to extend his Empire.
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“You speak philosophically, but not
Christianly,” the righteous man Henry Barrow
said to Dean Andrewes.

What wonderful answer to a devil of the flesh.
To the man of the flesh, “Spare not the rod”
means to thrash a child with weapons of
punishment. To the man of the spirit, “Spare not
the rod” means do not fail to guide with a gentle
rod of the tender Shepherd who cares for his
sheep.

To be continued

Ed Notes: Christopher Sparkes has done an
excellent job in cleansing the KJV of its many
mistranslations with his new translation, and
now with the recently published “Study
Companion to The Keys of The Kingdom
Bible” where in the part extract published here,
the author ably highlights the evil forces behind
KJV project.

However, one needs to stand back, in order to
see the bigger picture and join the dots, when it
will be seen that the KJV Bible was part of a far
greater plot to enslave the people of these
Sceptred Isles.

Much happened in the 1600’s, the first being the
weaponising of the English Language. The
upper echelons of society at the time spoke
Norman French and Latin, while ordinary people
never took to speaking French or Latin, old
English was very close to the German, Dutch,
Friesian and Flemish tongues.

It was decided that the English language had to
be improved for their plan to succeed, by adding
new words with more than one meaning.

The vehicle for this would be the Shakespeare
plays, which added alone more than a thousand
new words to the English vocabulary and in
particular the word Jew, and would eventually
be added to the KJV, but not until the early
1800’s. (There was no “j” in the English
language) Up to then, Jews were shunned and
know as Christ killers which indeed they were!

The nobility of the time would readily sit with
the lowliest of their workers but never with a
Jew!

It was Frances Bacon who wrote the plays for
whom Shakespeare was given credit, who was
paid well for the use of his name.

The Duke of Buckingham (suspected of
murdering King James I)

One can have some sympathy for King James,
as he was not in control of events, it was his
lover George Villiers (later Lord Buckingham)
who was the power behind the throne - part of
the CABAL.

While in Scotland James was cruelly treated
under the reigns of Henry VIII and Elizabeth I,
being locked up in Edinburgh castle and made
to witness the execution of his mother Queen
Mary a bit like the modern day MK-Ultra, where
they break a person’s will with cruelty to make
them a controllable entity!

Still more momentous events were to take place
before the end of the bewitched 1600’s, there
was the major calendar change where 3 months
were removed, which moved the feast day
corresponding to Christ‘s birthday to the darkest
day of the year revelled in by the heathen, and
New Years Day, to January 1st when the coldShakespeare
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starts to increase, instead of the original spring
equinox which was a Sabbath.

Yahweh’s times are perfect. No better day than
the Spring equinox for celebrating the start of
another New Year, when the temperature is
rising with nature springing into new growth!!

The 1600’s saw also the Beheading of Charles I
and the so-called “glorious revolution” and
Oliver Cromwell becoming head of state under
the title of Lord Protector, during which time,
against huge opposition he allowed Jews back

into England, although there were some still
here, well disguised!

Next followed the great plague of black death in
1664 and 1665 a spectaclar comet was seen over
London, a precursor to the plague and great fire
of London in 1666. Before the embers of that
fire had cooled down, an infamous act was
passed, known as The Cestui Que Vie Act, in
Norman French, as its title suggests.

Interestingly, a commenter in a London paper
on the appearance of a second comet in 1665
wrote, that it was an ill omen of the coming
death of  the English people. He wasn’t too far
out, for The Cestui Que Vie Act, declared all
dead or lost at sea, although not physically dead,
they became legally dead, with a corporate name
tagged to their Christian name. A dead entity in
the eyes of the State!

According to Michael Clark, if one takes into
account the calendar changes the great fire of
London was another 911, the enemy’s favourite
date for major planned events on their timeline.

To be continued

The Two Seeds of Genesis 3:15 - (Part 2)
By Charles Lee Magne

REMEMBER: JESUS CHRIST AC-
CORDING TO TWO EYE WIT-
NESSES, ST. MATTHEW AND ST.

JOHN, identified the Jewish Pharisees of His
day, as having descended from Cain by way of
Satan.

Perhaps another point which might enhance your
understanding of Genesis 3:15 is a more detailed
Study of Satan, who was that old serpent called
the devil in scripture. Please keep in mind that
Satan, standing in the Garden as an angel of
light, was the only other creature on earth who
knew the difference between the knowledge of

good and evil. Also keep in mind that this satanic
angel of darkness was not classified in the realm
of ordinary angels. As a part of the order of
arch-Angels, Satan had powers and attributes
that other angels did not have. He did not have
the power of Creation but he did have the power
of Procreation.

Please keep this in mind when reading your
Bible. Genesis three, and in conjunction with this
study please read the Book of Enoch (quoted by
Jude in the New Testament) edited as I Enoch
by R. H. The Ante-Nicene Fathers, Volume I,
Wm. B. Erdmans Publishing Company, Grand
Rapids, Michigan, containing the writings of the
Fathers down to A.D. 325.

"Flee, therefore, those evil offshoots (of Satan)
which produce death-bearing fruit. These men
are not the planting of the Father, but are an
accused brood. And says the Lord, ‘Let every
plant which my heavenly Father has not planted
be rooted up. For if they had been branches of
the Father, they would not have been ‘enemies
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of the cross of glory.’ But now, by denying the
cross, and being ashamed of the passion, they
cover the transgression of the Jews, those fight-
ers against God, those murderers of the Lord; for
it were too little to style them merely murderers
of the prophets. Keep yourselves, then, from

those evil plants which Jesus Christ does not
tend, but that wild beast, the destroyer of men,
because they are not the planting of the father,
but the seed of the wicked one."

The End OS23535

Harold Stough Notes A Questionnaire
Produced

By His Father For an American
Magazine

Your Answer Please!
By Dr. Henry W. Slough

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
WERE FIRST PROPOUNDED TO A
FUTURIST PRE-MILLENARIAN

RADIO PREACHER in the U.S.A. and were
prompted by his threat to attack the teaching that
the Ten Tribes of Israel, the present
Anglo‑Saxon‑Celtic nations, not Jews, are the
nations through whom the prophecies of national
restoration are to be fulfilled. Although these
questions were asked several years ago, no reply
as yet has been received.

1. Do you teach that Abraham was a jew?

If so, how do you distinguish between him and
the descendants of Ishmael, the modern Arabs?
Also those sons of Keturah and his concubines
mentioned in Genesis 2,5:1‑5?

2. Do you teach that Isaac was a Jew? If so, how
do you distinguish between him and the
descendants of Esau, the modern Turks? Are
they, also Jews?

3. Do you teach that Jacob was a Jew? If so, how
do you account for the fact that Jacob had twelve
sons born of four different mothers, thus making

them in many cases half brothers? What would
you say of Joseph's sons who became tribes and
who were born of an Egyptian mother? Was not
Judah, the father of the Jews, but one son of the
number? How, tribally, could all have been
merged into him by, any law of consanguinity
or hereditary absorption?

4. In your teaching do you distinguish between
the "birthright" Jacob bought from Esau and the
"blessing" he stole from Esau by deceiving his
father? Just, what do you understand to have
been meant by, each?

5. How do you explain the statement in 1
Chronicles 5:1‑2, Of him (Judah) came the chief
ruler; but the birthright was Joseph’s . . . and the
genealogy is not to be reckoned after the
birthright?

6. When Jacob blessed the twelve sons, each of
whom received his portion, did he mean that
ultimately these blessings of every character
were to go to Judah? If so, why did he give a
particular blessing to Judah as if he were to have
but his own? Genesis 49.

7. just what did Jacob mean when he adopted the
two half‑breed sons, Ephraim and Manasseh,
into his family by crossing his hands and giving
the younger this blessing ‑‑‑ His seed shall
become a multitude of nations, and to the
elder --- He also shall become a people and he
shall be great? (Genesis 48:19) Did all these
blessings go to Judah? If so, how could the Jews
ever become a "great nation" and a "multitude"
also?

8. Just what "blessing" was Jacob struggling for
at Jabbok's ford? What is the Hebrew meaning
of "Israel"? Define from the Hebrew usage the
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word Goi (goy) and Goyim. The original Hebrew
words for Gentiles.

9. If no distinction is to be made between the
two‑tribed Kingdom of Israel, how does it come
in Ezekiel's vision of the "two sticks" (Chapter
37), the prophet definitely states that the stick
was to be inscribed "Judah, and for the children
of Israel his companions" and the other "Joseph,
the stick of Ephraim, and for all the house of
Israel his companions"?

10. Do you distinguish between the prophets
who wrote to Judah and those who wrote to
Israel? If so, do you teach that these particular
prophecies are to be fulfilled in each?

11. Do you teach that all the tribes returned under
Ezra and Nehemiah from Babylon? If so, when
did they get together, since they went into
captivity more than one hundred years apart,
Israel going to Assyria about 721 B.C., Judah
going to Babylon about 604 B.C., and in widely
separated territories?

12. If so, how does it come that Zechariah
10:6‑9), who wrote eighteen years after the Jews
had returned, said, I will strengthen the house of
Judah, and I will save the house of Joseph, and
I will bring them again to place them:—and they
shall remember me in far countries?

13. How does it happen that Josephus in four
places in his "Antiquities," written in A.D. 70,
limits the return to Judah and Benjamin with a
number of Levites?

14. How does it come that II Esdras (written by
Ezra) states that a large number escaped from
Assyria into Europe arriving after a year and a
half at Arsareth near the Black Sea (11 Esdras
13:40‑‑16)?

15. How does it come that 11 Kings 17:23,
written by Ezra, after the Babylonian return says,
So was Israel carried out of their own land to

Assyria unto this day, that is, up to the time the
book was written?

16. How does it come that in the genealogical
lists of Ezra you have only those of Judah and
Benjamin? Would you not expect that those of
the other tribes would be included if they
returned with Judah?

17. When was the word "Jew" first used in the
Bible? (11 Kings 16:5‑7) By whom? Does the
word "Jew" occur as such in the original Hebrew
and Greek? Do you distinguish between the
national and tribal use of the word in your
teaching?

18. If the Bible is careful to distinguish the
history of the two kingdoms in the historical
books, do you not think it would be equally
careful in distinguishing between the two in the
prophetic books?

19. If the prophecy of Daniel 2:44 is to be
fulfilled in the church‑–––-, as you teach, is a
"mystery hidden," how could it state it was a
"kingdom" which  “God of heaven set up–-in
the days of these kings," i.e., during the progress
of these four kingdoms another kingdom was set
up? Would you not say that the use of the word
must have been identical in each case?

20. How then, if it were set up at the same period
of the Gentile times, could it be the church or
anything else than another government which
would crush the image?

21. What did Jesus mean when He said in
Matthew 21:43, The Kingdom of God shall be
taken from you, and given to a nation bringing
forth the fruits thereof? Has the church ever been
a nation? Did the Roman Empire bring forth the
fruits thereof?
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22. just what did Jesus mean when He said, I am
not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of
Israel (Matthew 15:24)? Who were those
mentioned by the Jews in John 7:35? Who had
Peter and James in mind when they addressed
their letters to the 'Diaspora"?

23. If the settlement of Palestine is finally to be
made by the Jews, how does it come that Ezekiel
allots a portion to each tribe?

24. How does it come that the sealed of
Revelation have an equal number for each of the
twelve tribes? Are they not distinguished in each
of these cases?

25. How, then, can Judah include all when again
Judah is distinguished in the Millennial Age as
simply one of the tribes?

26. Just what do you understand to be the
restitution of all things as mentioned by Peter in
Acts 3:21 and what connection does this
statement have to do with verse 2.5 in his
reference to the "covenant"?

27. What did the disciples have in mind when
they asked Jesus, Wilt thou at this time restore
the kingdom to Israel? When they had heard
Him say some time before to the Jews, The
kingdom shall be taken from you and given to
(another) nation? Could they have meant Jews
when He had clearly stated that their house was
left unto them desolate.

28. Did anybody commit the unpardonable sin
when Jesus first disclosed the meaning of this
terrible sin? If so, who was it?

These are some of the questions which I have
been compelled to ask and answer. Since you
and I are public teachers, it is of vital importance
that we really do what we so often tell the people
we are doing —-“rightly dividing the word of
truth."

I try to remind myself of the famous Dr. Paley's
statement ‑‑‑ "There is a principle which is a bar
against all information, which is proof against
all argument, and which cannot fail to keep a
man in everlasting ignorance. That principle is,
contempt prior to examination."

May I prayerfully ask you to go over each and
every one of these questions with the bible and
an open mind?

The End OS2403

Great Tartaria (Part 6)
Its History and Recent Destruction of the Most

Advanced Civilisation Ever
By James W Lee

North America Moors Elimination and
Rewriting of American His-Story
(Credit to Marcia Romalho at The Blue

on Face Book)

The territories of Canada, United States and

Mexico were known as India Superior and were
populated by the same people that was wiped out
across the ocean during the Russian Revolution
(1917), and German Revolution of 1918-1919.
The Russian Revolution alone may have exter-
minated a 5 decade long bloodbath that slaugh-
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tered 100 million Russian Tartarians. As the Old
World Order Tartarians were eliminated the New
World Order Romanov’s then divided the Impe-
rial territory as Canadian, American and Mexi-
can lands, seized the world power and rewrote
the history of Americas.

After take possession of Newfoundland and
Nova Scotia, the NWO agents reached New
Amsterdam (actual New York), Washington and
the Great Lakes of North America, settling in
Milwaukee, Chicago and Detroit.

From there, they organized the massacre of tens
of millions of buffaloes, cows and wild horses
and transformed the assembly lines of the elec-
tric car factories into oil cars. Because it was
necessary swept away all the fertile lands from
its original inhabitants. It was then that the
massacre of men and animals began.

The NWO ordered the ‘native Indians’, (remem-
ber, Christopher Columbus was such a great
navigator that he thought he landed in India,
hence “American Indians”were named!), to leave
their lands and march without water or food for
days we know as the Trail of Tears.

The aim was to exterminate them, without
spending ammunition. Others were killed on
their own land through blankets impregnated
with smallpox. Perhaps many of them went to
feed Chicago’s meat industries, mixed with those
of their herds. According to the Игор Шкурин
essay in Tartaria-Info, “approximately 50,000
people worked in the slaughterhouses and about
1,200 animals were slaughtered per hour”.

By this time, all factories, industries and proper-
ties had already changed hands and would slowly
be brought together into future corporations.
Sugar, beer, cotton, alcohol, corn, weapons,
banks, paper money, oil companies, casinos,

financial services, vehicles, railways, corporate
facilities, health system, airplanes, grocery
stores, education and research, cement, copper,
steel, tourism, information technology, energy,
gold, diamonds, bomber planes.

In the South, where there had never been segre-
gation, slaves or “Black subordination” before,
the carnage was equally total. What the Official
History reports as a “reconciliation between the
North and the South after the Civil War” never
existed.

The massacre was necessary so that the NWO
could take over all the lands and retell the
history, concealing the destruction and remitting
it to a remote past.

Legends like Mark Twain (above) then would
emerge, signing novels that would describe a
racism (non-existent) through the eyes of Tom
Sawyer and beautiful (real) balloon rides in the
adventures of Huckleberry Finn.

The Original American Moors Were
Likely Islamic

Islam was in America and had a big influence
on America, because you have a total of 565
names, 484 in America and 81 in Canada, of
villages, towns, cities, mountains, lakes, rivers
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and etcetera, are etymologically Arabic; which
were designated by locals long before the arrival
of Columbus.

Medina Court House USA

Many of these names are in fact the same as
names of Islamic places; Mecca in Indiana,
Medina in Idaho, Medina in New York, Medina
and Hazen in North Dakota, Medina in Ohio,
Medina in Tennessee, Medina in Texas, Medina
and Arva in Ontario, Mahomet in Illinois and
Mona in Utah, are just a few noticeable names
at the outset.

A closer analysis of the names of native tribes
will immediately reveal their Arabic etymologi-
cal ancestry; Anasazi, Apache, Arawak, Arikana,
Chavin, Cherokee, Cree, Hohokam, Hupa, Hopi,
Makkah, Mohician, Mohawk, Nazca, Zulu, and
Zuni are only a few. Islam was everywhere in
the Americas.

One just has to look for it, because you can see
the evidence from Queen Califia (California), to
Allah-Bumya (Alabama), to Tallah Hasse (Tal-
lahassee), to Medina Ohio, to Moorestown New
Jersey, to Islamorada Florida, and to Al-hambra
California; so yes, Moslems have left a big
impact on America.

What happen to the Berbers/Saracens (Moslems)
of the Americas? Well, have you ever heard of
the Spanish Inquisition, via, the Dum Diversas
of 1452, issued by the Pope, authorizing Chris-
tians to enslave Saracens and non-believers and
to take their lands, because no one disappeared?
It’s just that everyone has become ignorant.

There are over 500 cities and towns in UNIT-
ED STATES named after Muslims and a huge
part of Europe as well. The textbooks, History
(His-Story), and education of today are all

manipulated; therefore, Western Academics will
not get us out of our deep sleep, because Western
Academics is the Institution that has put We the
People (Lenape Muurs/Washitaw) to sleep to
begin with.

We need our own Institutions and scholars that
are not compromised by Oaths and by Western
Academics.

The Moor comes from the Orient (the far East):
What’s also interesting is that “Oriental means
Western Scholar who Studies Islam,” according
to the book, “Orientalism,” by Edward Said.
Islam came from the Orient. Additionally, if you
read subsection 4 of this Delaware Law it will
tell you that the Lenape Indians were formerly
known as Moors: The Lenape were Delaware
Muurs/Moors, originally. However, the word
Lenape means “We the People” (the Preamble
of the US Constitution), or “True People.”

Lenape also means Serpent / dragon (Naga /
Nigga). Likewise, Indian names like Sioux and
Dakota also mean serpent or Dragon, because
the Muurs/Indians named themselves after the
Serpent wisdom that they worshipped when
Muurs ruled the world: But where does Islam
come from?

Did it come from Mecca California, Media
Indiana, Mecca Indiana, or Morocco Indiana?
Did it come from Sufism (Sophia), which was a
science that comes from India? Do all religions
come from India Superior in the Americas?

The Habsburgs

Now, in the eyes of the Hijack Hebrews (Tem-
plars), aka, the Holy Roman Empire, the
Habsburg Dynasty, the Holy Land was in pos-
session of infidels, aka, Moslems (Muurs);
therefore, they were authorized, via, the Dum
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diversas of 1452 to take Moslem Jerusalem (the
Americas / Granda) away from the Muurs, whom
were Saracens.

Dum Diversas - Issued by
Pope Nicholas V

Also, read the Dum Diver-
sas, which authorized the
Templars (knights of
Christ) to conquer Sara-
cens and pagans, take

their possessions, and
to subject them to

perpetual ser-
vitude (slav-
ery).

This papal Bull
and none of them were ever rescinded, which is
the current problem that Muurs in the Americas
face, as Saracens, whom are the Red Ones, aka,
the lost Tribe of Israel. This papal Bull was
issued against the Muurs, as Saracens, in order
to take our Moslem-Jerusalem away from us,
which was Granada.

Notice on the 1597 map of Granada Nova, you
will see the famed seven cities of cibola, aka, the
seven cities of gold, surrounding a lake on the
said map. Granada has the same name as the
Pomegranate in Spanish.

The Spanish word for the fruit is Granada and
therefore the symbol of the promise land, be-

cause the pomegranate appears throughout the
streets of Granada in Spain, as you wander
around the city.

The Pomegranate is also associated with the
promise land of Israel, because a pomegranate
is a metaphor for the richness of the promised
land of Israel (Deut. 8:8); in the Song of Solo-
mon, Sulamith’s cheeks are compared to halves
of a pomegranate (Cant. 4: 3).

Why were all of the Corn Places destroyed,
except for the First Corn palace in South Dakota
(dragon/serpent), which still exists?

Well, because the buildings did not fit in with
the current narrative of the Americas being a
uncivilized, New World, so most of the old
world, pre-mud flood, buildings were either
destroyed or converted into federal buildings,
courthouses, Governor’s mansion, Capital build-
ings, post offices, state buildings, Universities,
and etc.

Freemasonry also means, “the masonry that was
free,” because all Europeans had to do was dig
out these Moorish/ Tartarian structures from the
mud after the great comet of 1811-1812, had
completely destroyed the Old World Order, via,
massive earthquakes, massive tidal waves, mas-
sive Volcano eruptions, a great mud flood, and
etc.

To be continued

The Invisible Rainbow (Part 3)
Suspended Animation
By Arthur Firstenburg

EGON LORENZ, AT THE NATIONAL CANCER
INSTITUTE, exposed mice to gamma rays —one-tenth of
a roentgen per eight-hour day—beginning at one month of

age and for the rest of their lives.

The irradiated females lived just as long, and the irradiated males
one hundred days longer, than the un-irradiated animals. But the
irradiated mice developed many more lymphomas, leukemias, and
lung, breast, ovarian, and other types of cancers.

Even extremely low doses of radiation will both injure and extend
life span. Mice exposed to only 7 centig rays per year of gamma
radiation—only 20 times higher than background radiation—had
their lives extended by an average of 125 days. 20 Human fibroblasts,
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exposed in cell culture once for only six hours
to the same level of gamma rays that is received
by astronauts in space, or during certain medical
exams, lived longer than unexposed cells.

Human embryo cells exposed to very low dose
X-rays for ten hours a day had their life spans
increased by 14 to 35 percent, although most of
the cells also suffered several kinds of damage
to their chromosomes.

Modern medicine can take some but not all of
the credit for the modern increase in the average
human life span. For that increase began a
century before the discovery of antibiotics, in a
time when doctors still bled their patients and
dosed them with medicines containing lead,
mercury, and arsenic.

But medicine can take none of the credit for the
modern extension of the maximum human life
span. For medicine still does not pretend to
understand the aging process, and only a tiny
minority of doctors are even beginning to try to
do anything to reverse aging. Yet the maximum
age at death, worldwide, has been steadily rising.

Sweden has the most accurate and longest
continuous records on the extreme limits of
human age of any country, dating back to 1861.

Figure 1, Wilmoth et al. 2000

They reveal that the recorded maximum age at
death was 100.5 years in 1861, that it rose
gradually but steadily until 1969, when it was
105.5 years, and that it has risen more than twice
as fast since then, reaching 109 years by the turn
of the twenty-first century.

In 1969, the trends in both Swedish longevity
and Swedish cancer accelerated. It was the year
colour TV and UHF-TV were introduced into
the country (see chapter 13).

In 1994, Väinö Kannisto, former United Nations
advisor on demographic and social statistics,
showed that the number of people living more
than one hundred years was increasing
spectacularly in the twenty-eight countries for
which good data existed.

The number of centenarians in Sweden had risen
from 46 in 1950 to 579 in 1990. During the same
period, the number of centenarians had risen
from 17 to 325 in Denmark; from 4 to 141 in
Finland; from 265 to 4,042 in England and
Wales; from 198 to 3,853 in France; from 53 to
2,528 in West Germany; from 104 to 2,047 in
Italy; from 126 to 3,126 in Japan; from 14 to 196
in New Zealand.

The number of centenarians in all these
countries, roughly doubling every ten years, had
far outraced the increase in population.

Even in Okinawa, long known for its longevity,
there lived only a single person over one
hundred years old as late as 1960. In Japan as a
whole, noted Kagawa in 1978, the number of
male centenarians had quadrupled in only 25
years, while the number of female centenarians
had sextupled.

And yet he observed, in middle-aged Japanese,
almost a doubling in the rates of breast cancer
and colon cancer, a tripling of lung cancer, a 40
percent rise in heart disease, and an 80 percent
rise in diabetes: “extended life expectancy but
increased diseases.”

The explanation for both phenomena is
electricity—electricity that travels through wires
as well as earth, that radiates through air as well
as bones. We are all, to an extent that has been
intensifying for one hundred and sixty years, in
a mild state of suspended animation. We live
longer, but are less alive, than our ancestors.

To be continued
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Chapter 1
The Identity of the Khumry

Misnamed “Welsh”

THERE ARE NO CELTIC PEOPLE
IN BRITAIN, AND THERE NEVER
EVER WERE ANY CELTIC

PEOPLE IN BRITAIN.

If the ancient British were “Celtic” then All
ancient British History is wrong, and as the
British Histories can be very substantially
proven to be correct then the “Celtic” myth that
was invented in AD 1714 is yet another vast
deception and fraud. There are no other words
for this.

The false idea that the Khumry, the Scots, and
the Irish are Celts, is an Anglo-Saxon politically
and religiously motivated invention, designed to
destroy the ancient Histories and to conceal
truthful Historical Facts that are unpleasant for
the propaganda of Rome and London.

The ancient Khumry people were known to the
Assyrian Great Kings and Emperors as the
Khumry – Ten Tribes of Israel. This is the fact,
and the one million strong Khumry never got
lost as they always knew who they were and
where they were.

In Britain the Khumry always claimed to be the
Ten Tribes, that is before London began to

dominate and seized control of ‘education’ or
should one say mis-education.

The invaluable Ancient British Alphabet assists
in the accurate tracing of our British ancestors
by following the Alphabet inscriptions trail
along the migration trail.

These Khumry people were subjected to mass
deportations from Israel by successive the
Assyrian Emperors Tiglathpileser III,
Shalmaneser IV, Sargon II, and Sennacherib
between 740 -702 BC. Their Alphabet is found
on baked clay tablet texts excavated at the
Assyrian imperial city of Nineveh.

When Sennacherib (above) was murdered in a
temple by two of his sons a civil war erupted in
Assyria as the heir Esarhaddon fought the
murderers who were two of his half brothers.
The Khumry Ten Tribe people seized the
opportunity and took off from western Armenia
going west across both branches of the Upper
Euphrates river and through the Taurus
mountain range.

This is well described in Esdras Book II, Chapter

King Arthur & Conspiracy Against True British
History How Alan Wilson and Baram Blackett’s

Endeavours to Uncover
The True British History Have Been Thwarted

By A USA Correspondent
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14. The Assyrians persuaded their northern allies
the Scythians to pursue the Khumric Ten Tribes
and battles ensued as the Khumry moved
westwards.

In Asia Minor the Khumry were known to the
Greeks as the Kimmeroi and the Kimmerians,
and by 650 BC their unstoppable hordes had
reached the Dardanelles and besieged the capital
city of Sardis. Half the people then migrated to
Etruria–Italy, and the other half remained in
known named places until in c 504 BC when
after continuous Greek pressure they allied with
the Trojan remnants under Brutus to gain an
opportunity.

The Khumry then assembled with the Trojans
on the Isle of Lemnos to sail for Britain, and this
British History is proved by the existence of a
large inscribed stone written in the Ancient
British Coelbren Alphabet that was found in
Lemnos in AD 1876 that is now in the Athens
Museum.

Greek Histories match the British history and so
the long journey of the Khumry-Ten Tribes
ended. Some remnants of the Khumry remained
in western Asia Minor, and the sum of their
migrations is:-

1 Leaving Egypt under Moses around 1360
BC

2 Settling in old Canaan and being
uprooted and deported north to Armenia by
the Assyrians around 740-702 BC

3 Migrating westwards through the Taurus
Mountain range in 687 BC and all across
Asia Minor to reach the Dardanelles by 650
BC

4 Half the people migrate to Italy

5  In 504 BC the remainder gather on
Lemnos Island with the Trojans and sail
their fleets to Britain. On the way they pick
up three other groups of migrants who
would include the Cornish under Corineus,
and probably the Hwiccae of
Worcestershire

The Khumry (miscalled “Welsh”) retained their
same ancient Language and their same Ancient
Alphabet, and all the anti-British propaganda
that has endlessly streamed out of Rome and
London for centuries will not obliterate that fact.
The huge scatter of ancient texts inscribed in this
Khumric Alphabet and Language proves ancient
British History to be absolutely correct.

To be continued

Masters of Deceit — a Short History of the Edomites
By

Ben Klassen, 1973
NATURE IN HER
INFINITE WISDOM
HAS PUT THE
HIGHEST PREMIUM
ON SURVIVAL OF THE
SPECIES. In her profuse
variety Nature has brought
forth creatures of all kinds,
fish and fowl, animal and
vegetable, insect and

bacteria.

Some creatures like the cardinal and bluebird
are beautiful to behold. Others like the scorpion
fish and the lizard are not. Some creatures are
flesh eating. Others are herbivorous. Some
animals, like cows, forage on the grass of the

meadows. Others like the coyote, the wolf and
the tiger are predatory.

Other creatures like cockroaches, mosquitoes
and maggots are parasitic. Each creature has its
means of existence and survival and its means
of perpetuating its species. In all, the will to live
and perpetuate its own kind is intensely strong.
If it were not, the species would soon have died
out.

In the human species there is one race that
stands out above all others in the intensity and
fierceness in its will to survive— that is the
jewish race. How this one race has survived and
stayed intact through all the convulsions and
upheavals of history for 5,000 years is

Ben Klassen
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something remarkable to behold. Whereas some
of the ancient races of recorded history such as
the Babylonians, the Romans, the Phoenicians,
the Egyptians, as a race, have all gone down the
sinkhole of history— the jew has survived. Not
only has he survived, but he has become the
slave-master of all the other races of the world,
although he only numbers a small percentage of
the world’s population.

Whereas the glorious White Race has been a
builder, explorer and creator of civilizations, of
governments and nations, the jew has been none
of these. On the contrary, he has been the very
antithesis of the noble White Man.

Throughout his history, which goes back more
than 5,000 years, during which he has remained
united as a race, the jew has been the parasite
and predator on the backs of those nations who
have been his unwilling hosts.

The jew has never been a creator, nor a builder,
nor a producer, like the members of the White
Race. On the contrary, he has been a destroyer
of civilizations, a plunderer of nations, and a
killer who invented the very idea of genocide in
the earliest stages of his own history.

All we have to do is read their own Old
Testament to find that in page after page after
page they slew, killed and plundered one tribe
after another. One nation after another was put
to the sword, man, woman and child.

Yes, indeed, the jews are a blood-thirsty race.
They have survived over a long period of time,
although they have been scattered throughout
the other nations of the world. They have been
a plague on the body of mankind from the
earliest dawn of recorded history.

Nor has that plague abated in modern times. In
fact, today it is more deadly than ever, and since
we, the White Race, are the chief target and the
chief victims marked for destruction, it behoves
us to take a close look, and study our destroyer.
It is a fascinating and horror-filled history.

It is an ugly story. But study it we must, and
understand it we must, if we are to extricate
ourselves from our plight and fulfill the
obligation that Nature has placed upon us:
namely, the survival of our very own species,
the noblest creation on the face of the earth: the
White Race.

The history of mankind is filled with wars and
conflict, but of all the conflicts that have ensued
between the different nations and the different
races, there is only one race that has aroused the
most violent antagonisms no matter where they
settled— that race is the jewish race.

Throughout all the turmoil of history and all the
wars, conflicts and massacres, sooner or later
the two conflicting parties settled down and
either reconciled their differences, and lived
peacefully together, or they went elsewhere to
live. Not so with the jews, however.

The jew has never been reconciled with the host
nation upon whose back he feeds. Nor have the
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jews peacefully migrated to other countries. The
history of the jews demonstrates two things: first,
that there has never been a reconciliation
between them and their hosts, and second, that
no nation has ever succeeded in barring them
permanently.

Furthermore, as the jews bored into their host
nations and became more and more
reprehensible and intolerable, the host nation
generally has turned on them and tried to expel
them from their national body.

However, in no case has a victimized nation been
successful in expelling them permanently. In
fact, it is surprising that in every case where jews
were expelled from a nation, often under
conditions of humiliation and suffering, within
a few years the jews have returned.

Not only have they usually returned, but they
then set about with increased viciousness to
destroy the host nation upon whom they had
previously fed like a parasite. The jews have
since time immemorial been culture destroyers
and civilization destroyers. The jewish problem
has been on the back of all nations for at least
the past 5,000 years.

Roman Civilisation

Whereas the White Race, with its creativity and
restless energy, has moved to the various areas
of the world and created civilizations, the jew

invariably followed, bored into their very vitals
and sooner or later destroyed those civilizations.
They helped to destroy the Egyptian civilization,
the Greek civilization, and were the prime cause
in the destruction of the great Roman
civilization.

When Europe slowly again picked up the threads
of civilization from Rome, the jew was already
there and has lain like a cancer upon the body
of Europe from the time of the Romans.

However, the main centre of power of the jewish
world-wide conspiracy now resides in the New
World. In fact, in New York is the largest centre
of jewish population in the world, and New York
is the central financial powerhouse, not only of
the United States, but also the rest of the world.

New York

Since the United States is now also the last great
stronghold of the White Race, it is the untiring
and current goal of the jew to not only destroy
the United States as a country, but to destroy
White America, mongrelise it, and pump the
black blood of Africa into the veins of White
America.

Why is it that the jewish race has survived
through all the upheavals of over 5,000 years of
history, whereas more powerful races like the
Romans have perished? Is it because the jew is
tough? We find that the jew is tough, but other
races, such as the Romans, have been even
tougher and they have not survived.

Is it because he is a good fighter? No, he is, in
fact, a physical coward and in open combat he
is certainly one of the lesser and more cowardly
warriors. Is it because he is more treacherous
and deceitful? Perhaps, since in this
characteristic he undoubtedly excels all other
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peoples. But this is not the sole reason why he
has survived either. The reason for his survival
lies in his unique religion.

Early in their history the jews realized the
tremendous potency of religion as a weapon—
a weapon to either unite their own race, or a
weapon to disintegrate and destroy their
enemies.

For thousands of years they have capitalized
upon this knowledge to the hilt. In a masterful
fashion, they have manipulated religion to their
advantage with a devilish cunning that no other
people seems to have even suspected— least of
all the White Race.

If we could briefly look at the wars between
Rome and Carthage, and the brief siege and
destruction of Jerusalem during the rise and
expansion of the Roman Empire (above), I think
we can find the answer to the Jews' survival.

As Roman power increased and expanded, it was
inevitable that it should soon come into conflict
with the increasing power of Carthage. For over
100 years these two great rival powers fought
battles of attrition and annihilation.

Finally Rome emerged the victor, and when they
had Carthage at its mercy, they levelled the city,
killed all the male population and sold the
women and children into slavery. Carthage was
no more. It was gone forever.

Now let us contrast this with what happened to
Jerusalem in the year 70 A.D.

During the rule of Emperor Vespasian, the jews
in Judea became rebellious. Emperor Vespasian
sent General Titus down there and after a 139-
day siege of Jerusalem, the city was sacked,
levelled to the ground, and the jews were either

killed or dispersed. It would seem that in a fate
similar to that of Carthage (above), this would
be the end of the jews, But not so.

The jews had one extraordinary thing going for
them: and that was the unique religion that
bound their race together. Far from being
destroyed, the jews in their cunning and
resourcefulness, with their religion uniting and
binding them together, planned revenge on the
Romans. And revenge they did get. They
inflicted on the Romans a religion that
undermined the will of the Romans to survive
as a race and as a nation.

With tremendous zeal the jews propagated
among the Romans a new religion with such
suicidal ideas as “turn the other cheek, love your
enemies, resist not evil” and other self-
destructive philosophies that sapped the strength
of the Romans and left them naked and
defenceless before their enemies.

In a few centuries the great Roman civilization
completely disintegrated and was defenceless
against the marauding vandals (above) who
finally sacked Rome in the year 476 A.D. and
Rome was no more.
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However, with his tenacity and zeal for
preserving the jewish race as embodied in his
fanatic religion, the jew did not go down with
Rome.

No, on the contrary, he fed on the corpse and
went from the Roman corpse to scatter and infect
the incipient and growing new cultures that were
emerging in Western Europe, cultures and
civilizations that were blighted from the very
beginning with the handicap of the new religion
with which the jew had destroyed Rome.

It is true that the jew is tough. He is cunning and
he is treacherous. He is also tenacious and he is
persistent. All these qualities fit him well to be
the foremost predator and parasite on the body
of mankind. But even with all these qualities he
would not have survived had it not been for his
Mosaic religion.

It is the basic ingredients of his religion that bind
him together in a holy brotherhood hostile to all
mankind, striving, pushing, clawing, always and
forever for the good of his race, for the survival
of his race, and exhibiting in its raw form one of
the strongest laws of Nature: the propagation and
survival of its own species.

The jews learned one other significant fact early
in their history: There is nothing as powerful in
uniting a group (any group) as having a common
enemy. Based on this premise, they have seen to
it that they have always been at war with other
races.

In fact, all other peoples are their enemies at all
times. It is only a matter of strategy as to who is
the prime enemy at any given time.

This theory has worked wonders. It has kept the
jews united and fighting. Their solidarity has

destroyed all enemies before them. It is
destroying the White Race today.

The central theme of the jewish religion is
hatred, hatred for the Gentiles, that is all other
races. The other overwhelmingly powerful facet
of the jewish religion is racial loyalty, loyalty to
its own kind.

Whereas to the average White Gentile, sadly
enough, it matters very little with whom he does
business, whether it is another White Man or
not.

Nor is the average White Gentile too interested
in whether the person next door or the person he
meets is one of his own kind. But to a jew,
whether he is doing business with a jew, living
next door to a jew, or meets a jew, this means
everything. Let us keep this in mind, this factor
of racial loyalty, as we go about searching for a
better religion for the White Race.

That the Judaic religion has been the rock of
strength around which the jewish race has rallied
for the last 5,000 years is without question. The
jews do not believe in God nor are they foolish
enough to put their efforts or beliefs centred in
a hereafter.

Golda Meir (Below), the present Prime Minister
of Israel, stated succinctly when she said in her
speech from the Knesset, the Israel Parliament
in Yiddish, “I am a non-believer, yet no one will
be able to root from the heart and mind the
conviction that without the jewish religion we
would have been like all other nations, who once
existed and disappeared.”

From the earliest glimmerings of childhood the
jewish parents inculcate into their offspring the
idea of racial loyalty, the idea that the survival
of the jewish race is everything, the idea that all
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other peoples are their enemies to be either
exploited or destroyed. But interwoven through
all this fantasy the idea of racial survival is
driven into their brains, advice on how to
survive. It and the Talmud are full of advice and
wisdom binding the jewish race together in an
indestructible unit of purpose.

When the jews poured into the Roman
civilization and finally destroyed it with the new
suicidal religion they foisted upon the Romans,
they then pictured the Romans as being cruel,
degenerate and immoral. Even to this day, the
jewish movies coming out of Hollywood depict
the Romans as a debauched and degenerate
people.

Even lying jewish propagandists like Billy
Graham perpetually denounce the Romans as
cruel, debauched and tyrannical. Another terrible
jewish lie.

Having chosen to play the role of a parasite far
back in their history, the die is now long cast and
they can do no other than to roam the civilized
world seeking any spot where they can settle
down in the midst of an established community,
where they can remain and prosper at the
expense of others.

As a parasitic people the jews can only survive
by living on that which others produce. When
they come into a community they bring nothing
with them but their cunning and their treachery.
The jew knows when he enters the Gentile
community that sooner or later he will be
discovered and there will be violence and
retribution. The thing the jew fears more than
anything else is open detection and the ensuing
physical violence.

One of his phrases throughout the centuries has
been “Oy, gewalt!” This old Yiddish phrase
translates “Oh, violence.”

Knowing that his parasitic activities of fleecing,
robbing and plundering the Gentile community
will eventually result in violence against his
person, he prepares for it in advance..

In this respect the jew is very similar to other
parasitic creatures of Nature. When a wood tick
crawls up the leg of an individual he does so very
stealthily and usually completely unnoticed. The
wood tick is searching for an appropriate place
on the body of the host he can dig into and suck
its blood for its own nourishment.

The wood tick knows that when he digs in,
normally it would be painful to the host,
therefore attract its attention and result in its
being picked off and destroyed. But the wood
tick has a remedy for this. Before digging in he
carefully anaesthetizes the skin surface of the
victim’s host.

Having done this, it then carefully begins to
chew and suck, all this time anaesthetizing the
area so that the host will feel no pain.
Meanwhile, the head bores in deeper and deeper
and the parasite begins to bloat itself on the
blood of its victim without the host having felt
any pain whatsoever, or even being aware of its
presence.

By the time the victim finally discovers the tick,
it is thoroughly rooted into its flesh. The host is
no longer in a position to remove it without
causing pain and infection to himself and the
death and destruction of the parasitic tick. Even
though the victim now tries to remove the
parasite, he cannot do so.

He can pull off the bloated body and destroy part
of the tick but the head will remain embedded
and cause infection and perhaps blood
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poisoning. At this stage it becomes a major
operation to remove the infectious tick, which
he could have easily flicked off with a finger at
the beginning, had he realized that the parasite
had designs upon his blood. The parasitic
operation of the jew upon the body of his
unfortunate host is very similar.

Being a non-productive parasite, the jew has less
than nothing to offer to the host community or
nation which he enters and into which forthwith
he begins to sink deep his tentacles. Remember
the title of this chapter that the jews are masters
of deceit.

His main commodity is deceit and lies on a
massive scale. Having chosen to be a
professional parasite, this characteristic is now
so deeply and instinctively ingrained in his very
nature that he knows by instinct what he must
do to protect himself and what the weaknesses
of his Gentile host are.

He therefore chooses to concentrate on all the
nerve centres of power in his productive and

creative host. In short order, he has control of
the main functions that determine the destiny
and welfare of a people and a nation.

The jew does not farm, he does not labour in the
fields, he does not work in the factories. He
concentrates on placing himself in control of the
money of a nation, of the news media of that
country, of its educational facilities, and of its
government.

He labours diligently and skillfully to
manipulate, confuse and confound the minds of
his victims. Like the wood tick, he anaesthetizes
the brain of the Gentile nation in whose midst
he has settled. He sinks his tentacles deep and
prepares to counter any efforts to dislodge him.

Since the jews have had such a deadly impact
upon the White civilizations over the last several
thousand years, it behoves us to study intensely
the nature of our Nemesis. It is also fundamental
to our survival to develop a cure for this plague.

The End

Letters and Views

Russia Paints New Military Insignia on
Invading Force – Same Symbol Used in Past

Wars against . . . Khazaria

Sir___, Caveat: As it says in the book, The Art
of War, ‘all war is deception’, so take any and
all reports with a grain of salt.

Russia has launched a new offensive into
northeastern Ukraine, aimed at Kharkiv and
Sumy regions.  But the HUGE news about this
isn't the invasion itself, it's the SYMBOL Russia
is painting on this new force: ‘Rune of Gungnir’
-- the spear of Odin.

Yours truly, Dan Johns, USA

Khaziara

___________________
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The Holy Rood

Sir__This beautiful working wheel cross, known
in Scotland as the Holy Rood was crafted for me
by a dear  friend and craftsman, named Norman
Anderson, who has since passed over since
completing the commission.

Faithfully and skillfully created from my Patent
design and instructions that I had learned from
researching the practical use and the mythology
that surrounds this archaic and sacred model of
our solar system, it was the closest I could get to
the amazing skills of our ancient ancestors.

It would appear that more modern theodolites
and sextants used for construction, cartography
and navigation were later designed to overcome
the conflict between theology and science that
commenced around the 14th Century AD during
the Enlightenment.

This model is made in silver and bronze, metals
that represent the light of the moon and
corruptible earth and decorated with ancient
symbology.

At the head is the all seeing eye and In the centre
is the Sun and at the foot is the Serpent sign from
which our ancestors learned the nature of time,
of order and chaos and applied that tree of
knowledge to produce the fruits of their labour.
On it are the signs of the cycles of eternity , while
the Fleur de lys marks the cardinal points of the
compass on the sacred feminine planet on which
we live.

You will see that the weighted spinning
calibrated wheel of the cross matches the four

seasons,  twelve months and the days of the year,
each accurately calibrated to the degrees of the
zodiac signs. This zodiac wheel and calendar is
designed for the 21st Century and it works.

The wheel cross is art and science in one. You
can see its image all over the ancient Celtic lands
and beyond carved in stone and wood.

Ancient observers of the heavens measured the
angles with spherical geometry that led to the
mathematics of trigonometry and in the Bible
we have proof that they knew this and even
described how it was done.

Since  the time of Christ, the zodiac has shifted
28.05 degrees so that the signs at the spring
equinox have all moved by nearly one sign. This
roughly means that Virgo is now Leo and Aries
is Pisces in the 21st Century,

Those that don't know about this natural  cycle
of the earth in its wobble known as precession
that the Greeks called the Great Year will
completely misconstrue the written accounts,
methodology and skills of the ancients.

Modern thinking fails to respect that science was
used by our ancestors to understand time, design
Temples and navigate the oceans using Natures
geometry, visitors can witness this in any
Temple, Church and cathedral when they see the
symbology left by the architects and the
craftsmen for us.

The Science behind this ancient instrument is
proven with the granting of my Patent
GB22344654. Yours Truly, Crichton E M
Miller,

The Myth of German Villainy
Download

Here

New Ensign Library
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https://newensign.com/sdm_downloads/myth-of-german-villainy/
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Was the Large Crystal Found in an
Elizabethan  Warship - “The

Alderney” Which Sunk Near The
Channel Islands a Navigation

Instrument?
  ·   ·

Sir__The crystal was found amongst the
wreckage of the Alderney, an Elizabethan
warship that sank near the Channel Islands in
1592.

The stone was discovered less than 3 feet from
a pair of navigation dividers, suggesting it may
have been kept with the ship's other navigational
tools, according to the research team headed by
scientists at the University of Rennes in France.

Ancient lore has suggested that the Vikings used
special crystals to find their way under less-than-
sunny skies. Though none of these so-called "sun
stones" have ever been found at Viking
archaeological sites, a crystal uncovered in a
British shipwreck could help prove they did
indeed exist.

Because of the rhombohedral shape of calcite
crystals, "they refract or polarize light in such a
way to create a double image," Mike Harrison,
coordinator of the Alderney Maritime Trust, told
LiveScience. This means that if you were to look
at someone's face through a clear chunk of
Icelandic spar, you would see two faces. But if

the crystal is held in just the right position, the
double image becomes a single image and you
know the crystal is pointing east-west, Harrison
said.

These refractive powers remain even in low light
when it's foggy or cloudy or when twilight has
come. In a previous study, the researchers
proved they could use Icelandic spar to orient
themselves within a few degrees of the sun, even
after the sun had dipped below the horizon. Siya
Johansen, UK.

___________________

The Saxon Heptarchy — The Lost
Tribes Editor of The Times

Sir___, The most important event that occurred
in the world in AD 800 was the birth of the
English Heptarchy, when the seven tribes united
and placed the Saxon crown upon Egbert’s head.
Just as the most important world-wide fact that
took place in 1776 was the union of the Thirteen
Colonies (Manassas number) that ushered in the
United States among the sisterhood of nations.

To escape the political intrigues and suspicions
of Brithric, king of Wessex, Egbert had fled
from England to the court of Charlemagne. "It
was in the year 800. A. D., that Egbert was
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summoned from France to the
throne of England.” He soon
“made all the Anglo-Saxon
kingdoms subordinate to his
own” — Sharon Turner’s
History, Anglo-Saxon, Vol 1,
page 425. "Kent. Wessex,
Essex, Sussex, East Anglia,
Northumbria and Morciea" —
Pages 435-36.

These seven petty tribal governments formed the
Saxon Heptarchy, from which sprang the British
Empire, whose “morning drumbeat, following
the sun, is heard around the world."

We trace the history of the Saxon Kings from
Hengist (149 AD) to Egbert (800-836. AD) and
from Egbert the Saxon "Riddle" (Ezek.: XVII-2)
moves right on to the battle of Hastings. Egbert
died in 836, AD, when after various political
upheavals the Saxon crown finally passed to
William the Conqueror. “When Providence had
ordained that a new dynasty." (But the same
race—relatives”) should give new fortunes to the
English nation.

When it was ordained by the Supreme Director
of events that England should no longer remain
insulated from the rest of Europe, but should be
connected with the affairs of the continent for
improvement of mankind”—Sharon Turner,
Hist. Anglo-Sax.

“On the 27th of September, 1066, at the mouth
of the Somme, there was a great sight to be
seen— four hundred large sailing vessels, a
thousand transports and sixty thousand men were
on the point of embarking." — Professor Tame.
This was the Norman Conquest. But they were
the “relatives of those they conquered.

At the end of three hundred years the conquerors
themselves were conquered. Their speech
became English, their blood, by frequent
marriages gained the predominance over the
Norman blood in their veins. The race finally
remains Saxon." -Tame; Eng. Lit. p. 56.

The British "isles of the sea" seems to have been
the divinely appointed rendezvous of the
tribes.— II Sam., vii.. 10.) "He that scattereth
Israel will gather him as a shepherd doth his
flock (Jer. XXXL, 10). When Benjamin (the
Normans) crossed the Straits of Dover with the

"wolf" upon the prow of his ships (Gen. XLIX..
27). he was but sailing under his tribal sign, and
under this sign he entered England and was
"gathered" to his '‘brethren." his ‘‘relatives" to
the Saxon Heptarchy, making the eighth tribe.

“On the map of Britain facing St. George’s
Channel (above), is a group of counties called
Wales, inhabited by a people distinct from, and
very little understood by those who surround
them. Their neighbours call them Welshmen.
Walsh or Welch is not a proper name, but a
Teutonic term, signifying strangers, and was
applied to all persons who are not of that family;
but the proper name of these people is Kymri.

They are the last remnant of the Kimmeroi of
Homer. From the Cambric Chersonesus
(Jubland) a portion of these landed on the shores
or Northumberland and gave their name to the
county of Cumberland, and in process or time
followed the seaside to their present resting-
place, where they still call themselves Kymri
and give their country a similar name.

Sharon Turner

Their history, clear, concise and authentic,
ascends to a higher antiquity. Their language
was embodied in verse" (see samples of the
Welsh Triads, in Sharon Turner. Vol. III.) “long
before the languages now spoken rose to notice,
and their literature, cultivated and abundant, lays
claim to being the most ancient in modern
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Europe.”—Thomas Stephens’ "Literature of the
Kymri." “The identity of the Cymri or Wales"
(says Professor Rawlinson) “with the Cimbri of
the Romans, seems worthy of being accepted as
an historical fact upon the grounds stated by
Nieburh and Arnold.

They were known to their neighbors as
Cimmerii, Gimmerii or Gommerii (see Gen. x.),
and attained considerable power in Western Asia
and Eastern Europe about 800 BC." (see Bible
date of the captivity of Ten Tribes. 721 BC) “is
a fact that can scarcely admit of doubt.
Herodotus calls these people Cimmerian
(Kumri)— a people whose antiquity is above
twenty-five hundred years, and has spread from
the Steppes of the U. Kraini to the mountains of
Wales.”—Professor Rawlinson's “Ancient
Monarchies."

‘Gomer" (see Gen., x,) was the progenitor of the
Cimmerians. Cimbri and ether branches of the
Celtic family, as well as of the modern Chael and
Cymri. Cymri is the original name, with slight
variations.”—Young's Concord, under Gomer.
See the original Cimmerian in Zeph. I. 4., occurs
here only in the Bible.

The Hebrews suffixed the name of God, El (ail),
to their personal names. See Hebrew nouns
ending in El, as Emanuel, Gabriel. Samuel,
Israel, &c.--- and compare the etymology of
An-Gael-ish— English.

But to return to Sharon Turner, who witnesses
for us, never against us. “The Kimmerians may
be regarded as our first ancestors. The
Kimmerian tongue is in the farthest part of the
West, in the British Islands. That the Kimmeroi
of the Greeks were the Cimbri of the Latin
writers was the opinion of the Greeks
themselves.

At some early period, after they reached the
shores of the German Ocean (in their overland
route from Asia), they crossed it in their rude
vessels to Great Britain. It is agreed by the
British antiquaries that the most ancient
inhabitants of our land were called Cymbri
(Kimri); they are so named in all that remains of
ancient British literature.

The Welsh, who are their descendants, have
always called themselves Cymbri. and have
given the same name to the earliest colonies of

our island. That a district in the north of England
was inhabited by a part of the ancient British
nation, and called Cumbria, whence the present
Cumberland, is favorable to this presumption. It
is a safe inference that the Cimry of Eiltain
originated from the continental Kimmerians.
The Welsh historians state that the Cymri were
the first inhabitants of Britain.

Cumberland

They first obtained it, and that before their
advent nothing else but bears, wolves and oxen
roamed its trackless forests.” Sharon Turner’s
Anglo-Saxon History. Not only have we the
testimony of these historians and others, but
chiseled upon the imperishable stone— the
hoary monuments of Babylon and of Nineveh,
we read the same truth.

On an obelisk found by Layard, now in the
British Museum, the name "Khumrie" and “Beth
Khumrie” is found, referring to Omri, father of
Ahab. Omri was the renowned king of the Ten
Tribes (I Kings, xvi). The Assyrians called him
and the house of Omri. Khumri and Beth
(house). Khumrie (of Khumri). "Upon the
Babylonian monuments the term Gimmerie,
Gimeri, mean the tribes, and is the Semitic
equivalent of the Aryan Saccae.”— Rawlinson's
Ancient Monarchies.

The House of Rhumri (Beth Khumri was.
therefore, but the Assyrian designation of the
House of Omri (I Kings, xvi).

Thus, these disinterested witnesses trace the
Welsh of Britain to their ancestors, the Cymri;
the Cymri to the Roman Cimbri; the Cimbri to
the Greek Kimmeroi: the Kimmeroi to the
Gimeri (Gome. Gen. x), who are identified by
Prof.

Rawlinson with the Assyrian Khumri, which
was the Assyrian name for the Israelites (Ten
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Lost Tribes). In other words, the Welsh called
themselves Cymri; in the mouth of the Romans
they became Cimbri; in the mouth of the Greeks
Kimmeroi; in the mouth of the Assyrians
Khumri, and in the mouth of the Hebrews Omri
(I Kings, xvi).

Simeon

Now the Simonii (tribe of Simeon) was but a
branch of the Cymri who settled in Wales, and
joining the Saxon Confederacy, made the ninth
tribe —the Tribe of Simeon. Dan had already
settled in Ireland, and made the tenth.

Here then, the gathering” of the Ten Tribes was
consummated at the Norman Conquest. The
“scattering" had been “accomplished” (Dan. xii,
7). From that time the “wanderers among the
nations,” the sojourners of the Dispersion.”
became a unit in the English nation and the
United States, and thus fulfilled the prophecy in
Gen. XLIX.

The seven tribes that united under Egbert, in 800
A. D., and formed the English (Saxon)
Heptarchy, had grown into ten when Benjamin.
Simeon and Dan united with them, at the epoch
of the Norman Conquest.

“Hear the word of the Lord, O ye nations, and
declare it in the (British) isles afar off and say,
that He scattered Israel will gather them, and
keep them, as a shepherd doth his flock" (Jer.
xxi-10, L). Grouping the nations of the earth into
an ethnological pyramid, it is evident that the
Anglo-Saxon crown the summit of, grades the

nations of the world into a political ladder and
those on the topmost rung stands the Anglo-
Saxon—I Saxon, son of Isaac)— England and
America, Ephriam and Manassa.

In Moses farewell address to the Tribes he
foretold that: “In the latter days, the Lord thy
God shall make thee (Israel) the head and not
the tail and thou shalt be set above only and shall
not be beneath.

The Lord thy God shall set thee on high above
all nations. The Lord hath acknowledged thee
this day, that thou art to him a peculiar people,
so that he may set thee highest above all
nations—“in the latter days. (Deut. XXVI 18-
19).

Does Spain. China or Japan occupy this political.
social and religious pre-eminence over the
nations of the earth, to-day? Nay! verily, this is
lofty summit to which divine Providence has
lifted the Saxons and standing there in
unapproachable grandeur they are opening their
eyes, hitherto blind (Cor. XI 25) to the fact that
they are “Israelites to whom pertaineth the
adoption and the glory and thine covenants and
the giving of the law and the service of God, and
the promises“—Paul. Rom. IX4.

“Over that sea in calm majesty lies the proud
island, whose existence consoles me for a
thousand continental crimes and vindicates for
me the good- ness of Providence.

Yes, yes. proud England thou art justly proud or
thy colossal strength—more justly of thy God-
like repose Stretched upon the rock but not like
Prometheus, and with no evil bird to rend thy
side, rests the genius of England. He waits his
hour, but counts not the hours between.

He knows that it is rolling up through the mystic
gloom or ages, and that its chariot is guided by
the iron hand of destiny. Dare. I murmur that the
mists will not clear for me that I shall not hear
the rumbling wheels, the chariot of the hour of
England. It will come—it is coming—it has
come. i.e. whole world aroused as by some
mighty galvanism, suddenly raises a wild cry or
love and admiration and throws itself into the
bounteous bosom of England.

The lamp of her faith, kindled at apostolic altars,
burns as a beacon to mankind. Her example has
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regenerated the erring, her mildness has rebuked
the rebellious, and her greatness has enchanted
the good.”—Victor Hugo. J. W. Williams,
Richmond. Va., Sept. 5. 1902. Thanks to Dan
Johns of the USA, for submitting this unusual

letter on the lost ten tribes published in the
USA, such letters would hardly see the light
of day in the MSM!

The End

Christians Are Taught To Fear
By

Willie Martin

SEEK FIRST THE KINGDOM
OF GOD AND HIS RIGHT-
EOUSNESS: Millions of people

are playing church on Sunday, they are
alkaselser Christians, they fizz for a few
minutes on Sunday and then revert back
to something that no one would even
suspect they are Christians, and are filled
with fear on Monday.
They may be faithful to the traditions that
distinguish their particular sect, tradi-
tions which have little relevance to their
relationship to God, while retaining a
loyalty to the world of Caesar.
Christ challenged the kingdom of the
Jews, offering a kingdom so radical to
the world view that they killed Him out
of fear that His Kingdom would turn
man's allegiance away from their worldly
kingdom.
The same fears are entertained by world
rulers today. That's one reason it is "po-
litically correct" to deny that Jesus is
the only way to God, to remove Christian
symbols wherever possible, to remove
any mention of Christ in public address-
es, and make his kingdom something

only for the future. The world fears the
victory of King Jesus, and does all in its
power to keep Christians from claiming
that victory. Jesus said,
"Fear not little flock; for it is the Fa-
ther's good pleasure to give you the
kingdom." In His Kingdom there is
peace and protection and no cause for
fear.
3). Consider any suffering or hardship as
progress along the walk to God's image.
Where there is no suffering there can be
no great living, or victorious living.
To live in fear of pain and suffering is to
live in fear of life. One who has never
experienced a broken heart has never
known the touch of the Master's healing
hand. Didn't Jesus call us to suffer? What
else could He mean by:
"let him take up his cross and follow
me?" Scripture says that we will be glo-
rified with Him if we suffer with Him.
Jesus promises us no short cuts or ex-
emptions from the rivers of trouble.
Rather He simply said, "Lo, I am with
you."
Pain and sickness can be used by God as
instruments for shaping us into more
noble and useful servants. Rather than
being terrified at the prospect of suffer-
ing, we are to see it as God's opportunity
to develop our faith and patience, and to
mould us into His own image.
Following Christ is not the mere confess-
ing of our faith, reading the Bible, and
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it when He said that the things we need
will be provided when we seek God
first? Here is where we have the choice:
faith or fear.
5). Take your mind off of yourself:
"God, help me!" we pray. "Give me
peace, relieve my pain, heal me, etc."
Of course, we are to ask in order to
receive, but then we are to leave it with
God with faith that He will answer ac-
cording to His will. Then we can pray for
others who have greater needs.
"If then you were raised together with
Christ, seek the things that are above,
where Christ is seated at the right
hand of God. Set Your Mind on the
Things That Are above, not on the
things that are upon the earth."
Turn your mind from self to God, His
majesty, His mercy, His grace, His good-
ness, His compassion, His holiness, His
power, His truth and His love. The very
thought of God draws one out of the
feverish tumult of the world to the ob-
taining of "joy and peace in believing."
[10]

6). Remember that you are never alone:
God does not exempt us from suffering,
but He is with us in it. "Fear not, for I
have redeemed thee–-When thou pas-
seth through the waters, I will be with
thee, and through the rivers, they shall
not overflow thee–-Fear not for I am
with thee."
In the pain of sickness and under burdens
that seem too heavy to bear. God is there,
bearing you up, supplying strength, and
even joy; to the world's amazement and
surprise. And when the dark river of
death must be crossed. he will be there
with the bright hope of the resurrection
and the assurance of life and immortality
in His glorious image.

To be Continued OS14961

praying. It is living according to His
words, suffering after His example and
glorifying the Father through it all. When
one surrenders his will to God, desiring
only His will, as did Jesus, fear finds no
foothold.
4). Hold nothing as a permanent posses-
sion: The danger of the loss of financial
security keeps many in a constant state of
fear and frustration.

Digital Currency to be Abolished?
Many hoard their wealth, refusing to
share it or even to enjoy it themselves,
for fear that they will lose it. But what if
one loses material possession?
Things we may call our own are pitifully
small compared to the immensity of the
Creator's store of riches. God can provide
all that one needs.
The promise is, "Seek first the kingdom
of God and his righteousness, and all
these things (He's talking about food,
clothing and shelter) will be added unto
you."
What Christ was saying is that we are not
to live for that which is only temporal,
but for God's Kingdom and His right-
eousness, which are eternal. We must
give up the prized temporal possession in
order to obtain that which my Master
prizes, and He has promised that I will
not be in need of the essential things.
As we said in the beginning, it is a matter
of faith. Do we really believe He meant
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IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
 $16.00

Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.

The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

http://www.untoldtales.net

Eurofolk Radio

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items

of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and

much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

A Magazine For
Patriots

For further details
click HERE

https://paulenglishlive.com/
http://www.untoldtales.net
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://www.talkshoe.com/tc/30258
www.leaguestgeorge.com
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